According to the Decision of the 5th session of the University Council for social sciences in the academic year 2010/2011, Ref. No.: 112-01/11-01/14, Reg. No.: 2198-1-79-10/11-84 of May 6th, 2011, The University of Zadar announces the new, supplemented

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

1. for the selection of one junior researcher to the assistant position in the scientific area of social sciences, field of sociology, to work in the research project 269-0762385-2380 "Croatian society: identity, mobility and new technologies", head of the project Prof. Inga Tomić Koludrović, Ph. D. from the Department of Sociology.

2. for the selection of one junior researcher to the assistant position in the scientific area of social sciences, field of psychology or sociology of information and communication sciences, to work in the research project 269-1221210-0728 "Reading habits and information needs of the Croatian citizens", head of the project Prof. Srećko Jelušić from the Department of Library and Information Sciences.

The applicants must meet the requirements of the Employment Law (Official Gazette No.149/09), the requirements of the Law on Scientific Activity and Higher Education (Official Gazette No. 123/03, 198/03, 105/04, 174/04, 2/07 Constitutional Court Decision, 46/07 and 45/09) and the regulations based on these laws as well as the requirements from other regulations.

Besides the general requirements the applicants for junior researcher in the research project 269-0762385-2380 "Croatian society: identity, mobility and new technologies“ are asked to:
- have finished university graduate or undergraduate (four years) study in sociology.

Besides the general requirements the applicants for junior researcher in the research project 269-1221210-0728 "Reading habits and information needs of the Croatian citizens“ are asked to:
- have finished university graduate or undergraduate (four years) study in psychology, sociology or information and communication sciences,
- have excellent knowledge of two foreign languages,
- have knowledge of web programming.

Equally male and female candidates can apply.
The applications should be sent to the University of Zadar, 23000 Zadar, M. Pavlinovića bb.
The following must be enclosed in two copies:
- Short structured curriculum vitae,
- Proof of Croatian citizenship,
- Proof that no investigation or criminal proceedings have been undertaken against the applicant,
- Proof of adequate academic graduate or undergraduate (four years) degree,
- List of published papers (for the project 269-0762385-2380),
- Proof of excellent knowledge of two foreign languages (for the project 269-1221210-0728),
- Proof of knowledge of web programming (for the project 269-1221210-0728),
- Transcript of records from the former university undergraduate studies with the calculated average grade (without the grade for the graduation exam) or diploma supplement/s with passed exams, grades, course load and content,
- Proof that the applicant graduated as one of the top 10% of students in the year or as one of the top 10 graduate students if the number of students in the course is less than 100.
The application letter and curriculum vitae must be submitted in electronic form also (on CD) in PDF format, in duplicate. Deadline for application with proofs is 15 days from the day the call is published in the Official Gazette. Untimely applications as well as those without proof of eligibility will not be considered. The selection will be made within the statutory deadline and the applicants will be notified within 15 days of the selection.

With the announcement of this call for applications, previously announced (incomplete) call for applications for the selection of one junior researcher in the research project 269-0762385-2380 "Croatian society: identity, mobility and new technologies“ and for the selection of one junior researcher in the research project 269-1221210-0728 "Reading habits and information needs of the Croatian citizens“ are abrogated.

Rector

Prof. Ante Uglešić, Ph.D.